
SINTESI PERGOLA
Technique and elegance melt together.
Frama’s new pergola: the product of minimal design and efficiency

Sintesi: space is all yours now.

www.frama-action.com



Remote control systems and integrated technologies: 

SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES

Airy, solid. Sintesi pergola: a compendium of technique, handiness, style and design - by Frama, of course.

A totally innovative product boasting precise and reliable operation, with overall width and height folding dimensions reduced by minimum 20% 
compared to current market standards. Sintesi matches a svelte silhouette with heavy duty fabric. 

The sliding mechanism is set within the guides span, and is hence concealed by the same when the canvas is fully stretched: aesthetics perfectly 
and discreetly blends into any setting, both contemporary and traditional, thanks to minimum architectural and landscape impact.

Sintesi is the ideal solution for both residential and commercial contexts and broadens indoor space by seamlessly linking it to new outdoor areas.

For those who appreciate beauty made handy: all operation mechanisms are protected, guaranteeing low maintenance. The fully inspectable 
aluminium box makes operations even easier and faster.

Sintesi is Frama’s new frontier of solar protection.

•	 Aesthetics perfectly and discreetly blends into any contemporary 
setting and traditional context thanks to minimum architectural and 
landscape impact and to the vast range of colours available on 
request.

•	 Extremely clean lines, with front and gutter in line with the columns.
•	 Svelte silhouette matched with heavy duty structure.
•	 Fabric and profiles set within guides span make it easy to install, even 

within four walls.
•	 Overall width folding dimensions reduced by 20% compared to 

market standards.
•	 Overall height folding dimensions reduced by 25% compared to 

market standards.
•	 Cover fabric in blackout PVC available in various colours, or in 

Precontraint PVC, in Soltis®, in acrylic or polyester fabric welded with 
the Adhesil® system, with even or uneven loose fabric.

•	 The sliding mechanism is set within the guides span and is fully 
concealed by the same when the fabric is fully stretched.

•	 Standard revolutionary drip-proof edge.
•	 Extreme product customisation with decorative elements like tops, 

capitals and drains.
•	 Optional screen-printing aluminium plate bearing the final customer’s 

details for highly customised and unique design
•	 Separate single awnings for each opening: to keep loads under control 

and thus making installation easier and quicker.
•	 Standard powder coated structure in 20 different colours.
•	 Powder coated profiles in the same colour as the fabric cover made 

to order.
•	 Columns can be placed up to 30 cm back within structure depth.
•	 Pre-assembled kits cut down installation time.
•	 Structure and components made with top quality materials: aluminium 

and stainless steel (nylon free).

•	 Standard protection treatment for all components designed for saline 
environments.

•	 Four wheeled aluminium carriages for precise and reliable operation.
•	 Intermediate profiles set on carriages and within guides span for 

enhanced mechanical performance.
•	 Compact standard top cover made up of wall gasket, stretched PVC 

fabric and front aluminium profile.
•	 Fully pre-assembled motor-operation system concealed inside the 

box.
•	 Standard motorisation electronic Somfy system featuring “IO” and 

RTS technology. Fully transmitter-controlled.
•	 Optional combination with interior design awnings for internal false 

ceiling.
•	 Compatible with front and side vertical awnings Closer-Tec and 

Screen-Tec for creating indoor space to enjoy even in winter time.
•	 In the multi-opening version each opening is fitted with an individually 

operated fabric.
•	 Full integration of LED strips on the profiles, spotlights on the box and 

bi-directional lights on the columns for creating a unique and special 
atmosphere also at night.

•	 Remote control point light and non-point light LEDs below the profiles, 
with fully concealed cables and transformers.

•	 Wall-mount box panel fitted with fully concealed remote control built-in 
spot LEDs.

•	 Columns fitted with remote control bi-directional spotlights, fully 
concealed cables.

•	 Hi-fi speakers, fully concealed cables.
•	 Optional side sliding or folding glass closings with sliding or folding 

windows.
•	 Optional perimetral screen shields, self-standing or with low wall 

support, with customizable glazing (logo, writing).



APPLICATIONS
•	 Gardens

•	 Terraces

•	 Loggia extensions

•	 Shops

•	 Restaurants, bars, ice-cream parlours

•	 Beach venues
WIND RESISTANCE
UP TO 100KM/H

WATER RUNOFF
CLASS 2
MINIMUM GRADIENT 6°



Design and Elegance

LEDs below the profiles and spotlights below the box.

Customisable decorative elements

Speakers

Bi-directional spot-lights on columns

Optional profile colors matching with cover fabric

Custom plate



All available colours are standard and without any price increase applies

Customise your SINTESI

90059016 CROMO 
GREY  3005

BRUN 650 
SABLÈ

PERLA 
WHITE 7016COR - TEN

GRIS 150 
SABLÈ1013 70068019

NOIR 100 
SABLÈ9006 10198017

VERT 500 
SABLÈ9007 60056009



The evolution of the species,
the pergola with no packing space required

160mm

The new Ghost version of the Sintesi Pergola has arrived, 
the natural combination of Italian Design, technology and 
passion for details. Ghost offers the ideal solution and 
reference point for shelters with a mobile roof, in which 
the values of technical excellence and exclusive design 
are combined.
The product exhibits the creativity and talent  of Frama 
research and development laboratory, where the Sintesi 
pergola has been developed with passion, in order to 
obtain the best results in terms of the overall performance 
of the product.
Sintesi Ghost is designed with movement mechanisms 
in the lateral guides, and a series of 80x80cm aluminium 
boxes, each acting  as a single storage space for its 
own portion of fabric, each of which rolls and unrolls 
independently.
The global bulk of the movement mechanism remains 
within the fixed  maximum guides dimension of 130mm.
Sintesi Ghost is free from all the bulk involved in the usual 
sort of packing, caused by the folded fabric panels, thus 
making installation possible even where it would not be 
possible with an ordinary pergola due to lack of space.
Thanks to this technical solution,  Sintesi Ghost has a 

clean line and design unequalled on the market.
Almost completely pre-assembled the factory, it boasts a 
speed and simplicity of installation never achieved before 
in this kind of product.
Thanks to the versatility of this solution,  Sintesi Ghost 
can be set up either as an independent pergola 
structure or used as the ideal solution for already existing 
structures, thanks to its extremely restricted bulk , and 
the disappearing of each fabric panel into its own single 
box.
Absolutely complete with all the roofing and frames in 
extruded aluminium, the innovation of the system makes 
it possible to take advantage of using a variety of types 
of fabric, in order to make the most of the performance 
of PVC, polyester or microperforated material, thus 
providing for different chromatic versions as needed, or 
making it possible to modulate the degree of shade and 
the filtering of light according to the material chosen for 
the awning fabric.
Ghost maintains and improves all the plus-factors of the 
Sintesi pergola and reaches a new level and qualitative 
standard on the market. When technology and design 
are combined together in Made in Italy.



SINTESI GHOST
Is the best solution for existing structures, it is fit for any context



With Sintesi Quattro, Frama becomes a protagonist in the 
next generation of Free-standing Pergolas.
The name Quattro derives from its distinctive elements, 
such as the unique design, and the constant research for 
technical and aesthetic solutions that combine simplicity 
with the highest level of innovation and technology. Made 
completely of aluminium and steel, Quattro is built like a 
castle made of fitted elements of extruded aluminium, with 
a standard height of 40cm.
The versatility of Quattro and its special modular system 
makes it possible to vary the colouring of individual profiles 
of the castle, and to personalize it with different materials in 
order to emphasize the design of the structure. Completely 

without visible bolts and characterized by a unique design, 
the system makes it possible to hide the gradient of the 
structure inside.
Quattro has been designed to integrate internal or external 
lighting systems into the structure; the castle rests against 
a perimetral gutter that are fitted to the columns.
Provided with four or six 115x115mm columns with 
integrated drains, the structure can be realized with a 
single-pitch with one or two openings, or with a double-
pitch with one opening; it can be put against a wall or at a 
corner according to requirement.
When technology and design are combined together in 
Made in Italy.

The free-standing pergola of next generation

Thanks to its own special modular system, powder coating of the structure top frames can be either all same colors or different 
at customer’s choice.





Sintesi Sun is the refined and innovative response by Frama 
to the complex cohesion between innovation of  renewable 
energy, and design research of the Sintesi pergola 
movement mechanisms.
Sintesi Sun is the photovoltaic  and self-propelled pergola, 
with awning made of panels of amorphous silicon panels 
(technology by Fuji Electric) that roll up at the sides and 
are characterized by the flexibility typical of fabrics generally 
used for coverings. The roof of the structure is made up 
of pairs of photovoltaic  modules 460x3400mm, each of 
which generates a power of 92 Wp. The pairs of modules 
are connected to the profiles and roll up at the to 460mm 
side. Each module is equipped at its edges with positive 
and negative electric wiring that rises parallel to the 
guides towards the wall-side of the pergola. Integrating 
the specific dimensions of the amorphous silicon modules 
with materials, PVC or microperforated PVC, it is possible 
to obtain the dimensions normally available with the Sintesi 
pergola. The connection points between the photovoltaic 
modules and the textile component are not guaranteed to 

be completely waterproof.
Sintesi Sun appears on the market as the real and only 
solution for those who want a unique and innovative 
product that is ecological and of an exclusive design 
together; a product able to give sun-protection and to 
produce electrical energy at the same time. A pergola 
strongly stamped with the future, it is best installed on 
a south and south-east orientation, but, thanks to the 
amorphous technology of its special flexible panels (and 
contrary to what happens with classic, ‘rigid’ panels), it can 
also produce energy even in the presence of diffused light. 
The pergola can be set as ‘grid connected’ or ‘off-grid’ 
according to need, and, with an appropriate battery, it is 
possible to supply the dedicated accessories of the pergola 
with energy produced in proportion to the dimensions of 
the photovoltaic  surfaces. Light and shade in Sintesi Sun 
lose their natural line of demarcation, opening the horizon to 
an eco-sustainable future.
When technology and design are combined together in 
Made in Italy.

Light and shade merge



AVAILABLE VERSIONS
Self-standing SINTESI  SHADE  
WITH 1 0R 2 OPENINGS

Hanging sintesi AIR WITH ARCHES

MULTI-OPENING self-standing SINTESI Self-standing SINTESI CLOSE-UP VERSION

Hanging sintesi AIR WITH CABLES

WALL OR CEILING MOUNT SINTESI  
unlimited openings with the modular system.

MULTI-OPENING SELf-STANDING SINTESI  
optional 2-slopes version.

SELf-STANDING SINTESI  CLOSE-UP VERSION  
with upper panelling,  
optional 2-slopes version

SELf-STANDING SINTESI  SHADE 
with 1 or 2 openings.

HANGING SINTESI AIR IN 3 DIffERENT VERSIONS 
hanging and supported by steel cables 
hanging by steel  tube  
supported by curved tube.

SINTESI INSTALLED BETWEEN 2 WALLS 
without columns.

SINTESI INSTALLED IN EXISTING STRUCTURES 
to be fitted in an opening or supported. 
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FRAMA ACTION srl
Sede legale: via Gramsci, 19 - 41012 Carpi (MO) Italy

Sede operativa: via Prov.le Modena, 47/A - 41016 Novi di Modena (MO) Italy
ph / fax +39 059 670 098
info@frama-action.com

www.frama-action.com


